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Youth Exchange:
Social Inclusion through sports for Young People with Fewer Opportunities

Thessaloniki, 3-10/7/2021



         Total number of participants: 60 
Participating countries:

GREECE - Hosting Youtharama NGO www.youthorama.gr 

Person in charge Elias Mastoras mastorasgreece@gmail.com +306971850070 

DENMARK - Danish Youth Team (Aarhus)

FINLAND - HELSINGIN NUORTEN MIESTEN KRISTILLINEN YHDISTYS RY (Helsinki) 

HUNGARY - LASS (Budapest)

TURKEY - GESFED (Ankara)



Our objective is to bring more youngsters with fewer opportunities in Erasmus+ field. 

A seven-day program is commonly agreed designed by the consortium, and it will reach a peak at the open 

event. The main topics will be about Refugee youth crisis followed by inclusive sports activities, open to 

everyone. 

A "making waves" event will focus on Dissemination and Exploitation of Results Strategy while all workshops/ 

tools/ mobility will be accessible to all. 

A diverse background of the Consortium is enrichment for future steps, gender balance and a mixture of 

both blind and visually impaired and sighted youngsters. 

The presence of assistants and inclusive tools of non-formal education has been commonly decided, as well 

as a monthly plan prior to and after the main mobility 3-10/7/2021 in Thessaloniki, Greece. 

The hotel is Sun Beach Hotel (alternative option due to COVID-19 is Santa Hotel in the same area.

The language in use is English and all participants will be insured prior to the main mobility.



            Flow of the Youth Exchange

Intro to aims and objectives of YE - Programme - Expectations/ Contributions/ Fears - Share in threes - Grouping 

Orientation Energiser - Group Building: "Guess my passion"

Name Circle in Braille language name - Understanding Terms Inclusion & Diversity, Non-Formal, youth work 

 Basic Map of E+ (defining Erasmus+ with info about content of programme) 

Café style Youth Exchange discussions (To network, share their local realities, highlight their Needs and Barriers (inc. 
hidden barriers) - Understand the topic in terms of Social Incluion / Young People with Fewer Opportunties/ the role 
of sports

Treasure hunt 



                          YE daily flow
Diving into inclusion and Peace education through sports

From theory to practice - The youngsters will design which football for all 
activities will be implemented in the open to public event (if COVID-19 allows)

Day trip around Thessaloniki for Inclusion and Mobility

Symbiosis: Good practices in both countries about sports and social inclusion

Making Waves

From Multicultural to Intercultural



                              Campaign

Each youngster will choose one value, different than the other participants. The value will be printed on a 

unique sound ball, our accessible tool. Each youngster will prepare a short bilingual (in English and in mother 

tongue) message including this value for multiplying “A ball for all” and Erasmus+ program. Furthermore, we 

will shoot a picture of each youngster with the ball to be on one side, and the other side will choose a 

connected photo for conveying a message. 



www.sunbeach.gr
122 recently redecorated and fully equipped rooms, 2 suites, 2 restaurants, 
3 conference rooms, reception halls, an outdoor pool with Jacuzzi, a 
modern fitness studio, an internet café and WiFi, and an atmospheric bar.

During summer, in Sea Gardens, the new lagoon pool, the atmospheric 
restaurant and the pool bar shall add unforgettable moments of relaxation 
and enjoyment at your stay, which in combination with the famous haute 
cuisine and discreet care of each and every detail by the staff of Sun 
Beach Hotel, have created in Thessaloniki a long tradition in hospitality.

There is a bus stop just next to the hotel. The beach is 200m from the 
hotel.










